Schizophrenia and frontal cortex: where does it fail?
Schizophrenia is characterized by cognitive, social, and emotional impairments and by psychotic symptoms. Neuroimaging studies have reported abnormalities within the prefrontal cortex and it has been hypothesized that schizophrenia results from poor or miswired anatomical/functional connections. We have compared the functional connectivity within the frontal cortex in control and schizophrenic subjects during the realization of a Continuous Performance Task. The connectivity pattern within the frontal cortex was uncovered by the analysis of the correlation matrix computed from the fMRI time series in frontal areas for 14 schizophrenic patients and 14 control subjects. In control subjects, the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLFCr) activity correlated i) positively with the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the posterior part of the supplementary motor area, ii) negatively with the medial and anterior/inferior part of the frontal cortex. In the schizophrenic group, these relations were abolished or strongly lowered. The negative relation between the DLFCr and the medial frontal cortex has been proposed to play a key role in setting a harmonious balance between the direction of attention to the external world and the expression of the individual believes and self-referential activities, and therefore, the impaired relation of right DLFCr with other frontal areas could explain a distorted perception of external world in relation with internal motivations.